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"Please don't let anything bad have happened to her, please don't let anything have happened to my baby...."

Marcus and Lena Fulford are the envy of their friends. Wealthy, attractive and successful, the couple, with
their strikingly beautiful teenage daughter Amy, seem settled and content. But appearances mask a strained
relationship almost at breaking point. Marcus's latest business venture has failed, draining Lena, the major
breadwinner, dry. Putting Amy into weekly boarding school and striving to get her own career back on its
feet, Lena remains alone in the luxurious family house as her marriage heads towards as amicable a divorce
as she and Marcus can muster, and joint custody of their only child.

So when Amy arranges a sleepover with a school friend one weekend, neither parent sees the need to be in
touch with her. Saturday, Sunday, Monday morning pass before Lena - seething from her first, unexpectedly
confrontational, meeting with Marcus's divorce lawyer - phones Amy. Straight to Amy's voicemail. She must
be in lessons. Lena sends a text. She waits. No reply, no contact whatsoever. It is only when Amy is reported
missing from school and her friend's mother reveals that, instead of staying with them, Amy was visiting her
father - a fact vehemently denied by Marcus - that Lena contacts the police. Her daughter has not been seen
since Saturday afternoon.

Where is Amy? Is she alive or dead? Lies and betrayal mount as the hunt for a missing girl becomes a search
for a body.
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From reader reviews:

Jean Gaskin:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they're still students or the idea for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that problem above. Every
person has diverse personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they
don't desire do that. You must know how great and also important the book Twisted. All type of book would
you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Deborah Rost:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them household
or their friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent these people free time just watching TV, or
maybe playing video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look
different you can read a new book. It is really fun for you. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent
the whole day to reading a reserve. The book Twisted it is rather good to read. There are a lot of individuals
who recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have enough space
bringing this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this book from your smart
phone. The price is not to fund but this book provides high quality.

Charles Powers:

Twisted can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away
because this publication has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand,
bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to place every
word into enjoyment arrangement in writing Twisted although doesn't forget the main place, giving the
reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource data that maybe you can be one of it. This great
information could drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial contemplating.

Iva Simmon:

You may get this Twisted by browse the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it may to be your
solve challenge if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only through
written or printed but also can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era such as now, you
just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
ways to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.
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